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Twenty years from now you will be more
disappointed by the things that you didn’t do
than by the ones you did do. So throw off the
bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor.
Catch the trade winds in your sails.

Explore

Dream

Discover
Mark Twain

TRUSTEE’S SALE BUY BACKS
By D. Rob Burris, Esq.
There seems to be
confusion about whether
or not an owner can buy
back a home after a
trustee’s sale. Often I
am asked if it is legal for
an owner to buy back
their home immediately
following a trustee’s sale.
Anyone, including the
former owner, can
purchase a home at a
trustee’s sale. It’s also
perfectly legal for an
investor to buy a home at
a trustee’s sale and then
later sell it to the former
owner.
The only real issue that
arises when an owner
repurchases a home after
a trustee’s sale relates to
situations where there
existed other liens on the
property prior to the
trustee’s sale. Generally,
a trustee’s sale extinguishes junior liens.
However, pursuant to
Arizona law, A.R.S. §33806, junior liens can be
“re-attached” to the

property if the foreclosed owner regains
title. There is no clear
statute of limitations
on this issue. Therefore, it is possible that
a junior lienholder can
seek to re-attach a lien
years after the repurchase. If a junior
lienholder successfully
reattaches a prior lien,
the lien will remain
junior to any lien
which arises from a
purchase money loan
obtained to
repurchase the
property.
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SOME BENEFITS FROM THE “FISCAL CLIFF DEAL”
By Michael J. Monroe, Esq.
For those who have a mortgage, they may be able to breathe a sigh of relief as
a result of the passage of the last minute “Fiscal Cliff Deal”. Intertwined with
all the wrangling and angst some good things resulted in the passage of the
new legislation.
First and foremost, for anyone facing a foreclosure or short sale on their
principal residence, they can rest assured that the amount of debt forgiveness
up to $2,000,000.00 will be exempt from income taxation. The law known
at the Mortgage Debt Forgiveness Relief Act of 2007 was extended for
another 12 months through January 1, 2014. While extension of this law
was not as critical in Arizona as it is in other states that do not have an
anti-deficiency law, it is perceived by the public as necessary to avoid such
income taxation on the amount of debt forgiven in either a short sale or
foreclosure scenario. This law does only apply, however, to a situation involving a deficiency with
a principal residence where the debt was incurred to purchase, build or substantially improve a
principal residence and the debt is secured by that residence.
With the extension of this Mortgage Debt Forgiveness Relief Act of 2007, there will continue to be,
in Arizona, two bases for a homeowner to exempt from income the debt forgiveness – a claim
under the Mortgage Debt Forgiveness Relief Act of 2007 that has now been extended and also by
claiming the debt as being a non-recourse loan. Either way, the debt forgiveness will be exempted
from being included as income for purposes of income taxation.
Secondly, the law to avoid the fiscal cliff did not, as many were concerned might occur, eliminate
the popular mortgage insurance tax deduction. The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 extends
a law that expired at the end of 2011. The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 permits the
deductibility of mortgage insurance premiums. There are, however, certain limitations. Those
taxpayers with an adjusted gross income of less than $100,000.00 can deduct 100% of their annual
mortgage insurance premiums. Taxpayers with more than $100,000.00 of taxable income, may
also benefit but on a reduced sliding scale.
Another win, albeit minor, concerns the government’s increasing the capital gains tax rate from
15% to 20% for individuals who earn more than $400,000.00. The law provides that only gains of
more than $250,000.00 for individuals ($500,000.00 for households) are subject to taxes on the
excess portion of capital gains. Thus, in order for an individual homeowner to be affected, they
would first have to have an adjusted gross income above $400,000.00 and then have a gain of
more than $250,000.00 from the sale of their property. Thus the amount of the exclusion
remained the same. Therefore, it will only potentially impact those individuals with incomes over
$400,000.00 combined with a capital gain of over $250,000.00 ($500,000.00 for a household).
So, despite what your opinion is of the law that was passed to stop our country from being pushed
off the “cliff” there was some benefit for property owners. As an optimist, I always have to look for
the positive!!
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COVENANTS, CONDITIONS & RESTRICTIONS PREVAIL
By Michael Shupe, Esq.
Finding alternative forms of energy is an issue increasingly featured on the front
pages of newspapers across the country. In Arizona, solar energy is a growing
industry, and with incentives from energy providers, homeowners are adding solar
energy devices (“SEDs”) to their homes. However, many homeowners who live in
communities governed by homeowners associations mistakenly believe that existing
laws that protect the use of SEDs allow them to install such devices wherever they
wish.
In the case of Fox Creek Community Association v. Carson, the Arizona Court of
Appeals has upheld a ruling against a homeowner regarding the installation of SEDs
on the homeowner’s Lot without prior approval from their homeowners association.
The Carsons received a violation letter from the Association, and later had their
request for retroactive approval denied, based on the CC&Rs, which required that
such devices be located and appropriately screened on the Lot so as to limit the visual impact when viewed from
other property. The Association advised the Carsons to relocate their SEDs to their backyard, or build a wall
around the devices where they stood. The Carsons refused, and argued in court that two Arizona statutes
prohibited the Association from taking any action against them with respect to their SEDs.
A.R.S. §§ 33-439(A) and 33-1816(A) prohibit any restriction that “effectively prohibits the installation or use of
solar energy devices,” including any regulations imposed or enforced by homeowners associations. However,
A.R.S. § 33-1816(B) permits an association to adopt reasonable rules regarding the placement of SEDs if the
rules do not “prevent the installation, impair the functioning of the device, or restrict its use or adversely affect
the cost or efficiency of the device.”
The trial court ruled in favor of the Association, and ordered the Carsons to either relocate the devices to their
backyard, or screen them behind a wall. The Carsons appealed. The Court of Appeals acknowledged the statutes,
evaluated the Association’s exercise of its discretionary enforcement powers regarding SEDs under the 10
non-exclusive factors relevant to such a determination as established by the Arizona Court of Appeals in the
2003 case of Garden Lakes Community Association v. Madigan. Despite arguments from the Carsons regarding
the onerous cost of building a screening wall, the Court concluded that substantial evidence supported the trial
court’s ruling that the Association’s restrictions on the placement of the Carson’s SEDs was reasonable and did
not violate the statutes.
The Garden Lakes’ Factors Relating to the Court Case:











The content and language of the restrictions or guidelines.
The conduct of the homeowners association in interpreting and applying the restrictions.
Whether architectural requirements are too restrictive to allow SEDs as a practical matter.
Whether feasible alternatives utilizing solar energy are available.
Whether any alternative design will be comparable in cost and performance.
The feasibility of making the required modifications .
The extent to which the property at issue is amenable to the required changes.
Whether decisions made by the homeowner or a prior homeowner are responsible for limiting or precluding
the installation of SEDs rather than the restrictions themselves.
The location, type of housing, and the value of the homes in the community.
Whether the restrictions impose too great a cost in relation to what typical homeowners in the community
are willing to spend.
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ALL WARRANTIES ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL
By Karl MacOmber, Esq.
On December 4, 2012, in Sullivan v. Pulte Home Corp, the Court of Appeals ruled
that no award of attorney fees was available to the prevailing party in an action to
enforce the implied warranty of habitability against a residential builder. This is
the primary legal theory for suing contractors for construction defects. The
reasoning of the Court was that because the action is one based on a warranty
“implied” by law as opposed to an express warranty found in a written contract
that the action does not arise out of the contract, but is an action that arises as a
matter of law. Because the only source for an award of fees sought in the case was
ARS §12-341.01, which requires that the action arise out of a contract, the statute
was not applicable to the action and no fees could be awarded. The Court also ruled
that the economic loss doctrine did not bar the plaintiffs’ tort claims, because they
were not the original purchasers from Pulte. Expect the Arizona Supreme Court to
have its say about this case.

NEW REGULATION ON NUMBER OF SELLER CARRYBACK
LOANS AN INDIVIDUAL CAN DO WITHOUT A
LOAN ORIGINATOR LICENSE
By Michael J. Monroe, Esq.
We have all heard of the “Dodd-Frank law”. We tend to think that law only affects major financial
institutions. Think again. When the law was signed into law on July 21, 2010 it limited the number of
residential seller carryback loans a person could make to three carrybacks in any one year unless the person
held a mortgage originator’s license. The relevant section provides:
“Mortgage originators…do not include…a residential mortgage loan, a person, estate, or trust that
provides mortgage financing for the sale of 3 properties in any 12-month period to purchasers of
such properties…provide that such loan – “(i) is not made by a person, estate, or trust that has
constructed, or acted as a contractor for the construction of a residence on the property in the
ordinary course of business of such person, estate, or trust; “(ii) is fully amortizing, “(iii) is with
respect to a sale for which the seller determines in good faith and documents that the buyer has a
reasonable ability to repay the loan; “(iv) has a fixed rate of an adjustable rate [of interest] that is
adjustable after 5 or more years, subject to reasonable annual and lifetime limitations on interest
rate increases; and “(v) meets any other criteria the Board may prescribe;”
The “Board” is the Consumer Advisory Board established pursuant to the new Bureau of Consumer
Financial Protection which has been established within the Federal Reserve.
A serious question has to be asked as to why an individual should be limited to only
three such carrybacks during a 12 month period? Has anyone claimed such carryback
loans are a problem in the mortgage industry? One should also closely scrutinize the
above criteria. The restrictions are very limiting on what is permitted as to a private
seller-carryback loan and now such loans are full of possible traps. For instance, item
(iv) above requires that any adjustment to the interest rate (only permitted after 5 years)
must be “reasonable”. But there is no definition of what constitutes a “reasonable” adjustment. Also, the criteria shown above are subject to further adjustment and/or
limitation at any time by the “Board”. We all know that once the government gets
involved and opens the door a crack, it later walks through it like a Triumphant
Arch. We have most likely only seen the beginning of regulation in this area.
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SEX OFFENDER DISCLOSURE
By Karl MacOmber, Esq.
In Lerner v. DMB Realty,
Division One of the Court
of Appeals upheld the
dismissal of an action
against a real estate
agency for breach of
fiduciary duty for failing
to disclose to a buyer that
the home they were
purchasing was next to a
level one sex offender.
A.R.S. § 32-2156(A)(3)
prohibits an action
against a seller or real
estate agent for failing to
disclose that the house for sale is in the vicinity of
a sex offender. The sex offender in the case was
the lowest level offender and would not have
shown up on any website. The Lerners had small
children and expressly told the agent they wanted
to purchase property in a safe area. The real
estate agent held a dual agency with both the

buyer and seller. Separately, the Court of
Appeals reversed the dismissal of a claim
for common law fraud against the seller
who had stated that they were selling the
house to be nearer to friends when the real
reason was the presence of the sex
offender. The Seller Property Disclosure
Statement informed the buyer that the
seller had no duty to disclose the presence
of a sex offender and the real estate agent’s
agreement with the Lerners also indicated
that the agent had no duty to disclose the
presence of a sex offender. The Court of
Appeals ruled that the terms of the agency
agreement trumped the agent’s fiduciary
duty to the buyer to disclose what the
agent knew about the property.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR—Tucson January Events
1-31—Wine Tasting Horseback Ride

27—Harold and the Purple Crayon

910-Mar 31—The Lone Stranger—Gaslight Theatre

28-Feb 3—Phoenix Open

10-20—22nd Annual Jewish Film Festival

FEBRUARY EXCITEMENT:

13-20—42nd Barrett-Jackson Classic Car Auction

Accenture
Match Play

18-20—Ft. Lowell Soccer Shootout
18-20—8th Annual Tucson Old West RoundUp
18 & 19—Dillinger Days
18-27—Senior Olympic Festival
19-Feb 9—Freud’s Last Session—AZ Theatre Co.

Tucson Gem &
Mineral Show

19—Indigo Girls with TSO Pops
21—Martin Luther King, Jr. March & Celebration
27—Old Tucson Cross Country Trail Run

Tucson Rodeo
Days & Parade
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ARIZONA FASCINATING FACTS
Arizona’s disparate
climate can yield both
the highest temperature
across the nation and
the lowest temperature
across the nation in the

same day.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

4578 N. First Avenue
Suite 160
Tucson, AZ 85718
Phone: 520-325-2000
Fax: 520-886-3527
www.tucsonazrealestateattorneys.com

www.tucsonazattorneysatlaw.com

MMGM is a real estate and business law firm. The attorneys
and staff at Monroe McDonough Goldschmidt & Molla
believe that each client must experience the difference that genuine care and concern can make. We strive to achieve the client's
objectives while delivering unwavering personal service in an
honest, aggressive and comprehensive
manner. We refer to this as our Clients for Life program.
MMGM provides outstanding counsel and unparalleled
representation in the following areas of the law:
Real Estate Law - Personal Injury
Appeals - Arbitration and Mediation Services
Business Law and Entity Formation
Civil and Commercial Litigation - Construction Defect
Contracts - Estate Planning—Probate Law
Homeowner Association (HOA) Law
Motor Vehicle Warranty Defense
Product Liability - Transactional Law

HONEST
AGGRESSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
Legal Disclaimer: The legal information presented in this
Newsletter should not be construed to be formal legal advice, nor
the formation of a lawyer or attorney client relationship. Any
results set forth herein are based upon the facts of that particular
case and do not represent a promise or guarantee. Please contact
a Lawyer for a consultation on your particular legal matter. This
Newsletter is not intended to solicit clients for matters outside the
state of Arizona.
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